Abstract. The aim of this paper is to attach computable isomorphism invariants to the fundamental groups ^(P2 -c) where c is an irreducible plane projective curve. We use these invariants to distinguish certain of these groups. The vehicle used to obtain these invariants is the free differential calculus of R. Fox.
represented by a loop which is obtained from y, by a continuous deformation in the plane Lg while the basepoint Lg n b travels through tj,.
(For a proof, see Cheniot [2] .) We require the following results to make our algebraic apparatus work. Arnold [1] . Theorems 2 and 3 as given here are Theorems 2 and 3 of Zariski [6] .
II. Free differential calculus. In this section we describe an algebraic apparatus which produces isomorphism invariants for presentations of the groups ttx(P2 -c) where c is an irreducible plane projective curve. The approach taken here is a modification of the one developed in Crowell and Fox [3] and Fox [4] . Let We denote by Z(G) the group ring over the integers of the group G. Given a group homomorphism /: G -» H we can extend / linearly to get a ring &k(tr) = the ideal inZ(H) generated by the determinants of
The following theorem shows that the elementary ideals are isomorphism invariants. Proof. The proof which is a slight generalization of a similar theorem of R. Fox can be found in Theorem 4.1 of Arnold [1] .
In order to apply the free differential calculus to the case G = ^(P2 -c) the group ring Z(H) should be a reasonable ring in which to work and the Alexander matrix should be effectively computable from the matrix of Proof. Let g0 be any fixed generator of vr,(P2 -c) and let g be any other generator. According to Theorem 2, g and g0 axe conjugates. Hence g0 = hgh~x for some h G ttx(P2 -c). We can therefore write a » y(g) = a ° y(hgx0h) = a ° y(h~x)a ° y(g0)û ° y(h) = a ° y(g0).
We choose t = a ° y(g0).
We can now state a necessary condition for ^(P2 -c) to be abelian. Example 1. We let c, be an irreducible sextic with six cusps on a conic. In this case it can be shown (Zariski [6] ) that ttx(P2 -cx) = <g" g2; g2, g|>. We let c2 be an irreducible nonsingular sextic. A theorem of Zariski says that 77,(P2 -c2) at Z/6Z. The two groups ttx(P2 -cx) and ttx(P2 -c2) are distinguishable by the elementary ideals. For the curve c2 with tt.íP2 -c^ = <g; g6>
So1,2)(c2) = (1 + t + t2 + t3 + Ia + t5), &kia)(c2) = Z(Z/6Z), k>\.
In view of the above computation it suffices to show that 1 + t3 + 2/4 + t5 is not divisible by 1 + t + t2 + t3 + r4 + t5 in the ring Z(Z/6Z). Example 2. c, is an irreducible three cuspidal quartic and c2 is an irreducible nonsingular quartic. In this case H = Z/4 Z and it can be shown that 77,(P2 -c,) = <g" g2; g\g22, g\, (gxg2?gx~2) (cf. Zariski [6] ). We have the following result.
Theorem 9. There exists projective plane curves of the same degree, namely the three cuspidal quartic and the nonsingular quartic, which cannot be distinguished by &kn'm) for any integers n, m and k.
Proof. Since H = Z/'Z, and Z(H) is commutative, we get the following equalities.
ay/)(1'0)(w) = ayDm)(w) = ayZ)(0-3)(w) = ayD(3fi)(w), ayDa-~x)(w) = ayD(~x-x)(w) = ayD(x'3\w) = ayD°-x)(w), ayDix-2)(w) = ayD(2-x\w) = ayDi2-3\w) = ayD(3'2)(w) for all w G F[gx,g2].
Hence it is enough to show that the three cuspidal quartic and the nonsingular quartic cannot be distinguished by S>kx'0\ &kx'~l) and &kx '2) . An inspection of the list of elementary ideals below shows that we need only verify that (/3 + ,) = (4,2 + 4i) 6(2 + 6 3 + t + 3ti + t3y and Z(Z/4Z) = (1 + /, l + / + t2 + i3, 1 -t + t2, 2t + t3). These facts follow from straightforward computations. Remarks. The above procedure can be applied to presentations of the local groups Trx(àe(0) n C2 -c) where Ae(0) is a small closed polydisc about 0 £ C2, and c is an algebraic curve with a singularity at 0. We mention two of these results. (For details, see Arnold [1] .)
1. There exist algebraic singularities with the same multiplicities whose local groups are indistinguishable by ëk",m) for all «, m and k. Examples are the simple cusp and the cubo-quadratic cusp, (x = t3,y = t5 near the origin.)
2. The local groups Trx(Ke(0) n C2 -c) of the cubical cusp and the cubo-quadratic cusp are not isomorphic. They are distinguished by &yj0\
We also remark that the coarseness of the elementary ideals as reflected in Theorem 9 and Remark 2 above is not surprising in view of the coarseness of the elementary ideals for knots in R3. For more discussion on the coarseness of the elementarv ideals, see Arnold [1] .
